Top Designers Share the Most Fascinating
Objects at the 2022 Winter Show
Corey Damen Jenkins, Young Huh, Keita Turner, and more share their
picks from the legendary art and antiques fair, which opens April 1
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T

he Winter Show is o!cially back in full swing, returning for its 68th edition
(https://www.thewintershow.org/) a"er being postponed last year due to the ongoing

pandemic. For most of its illustrious history, the renowned arts and antiquities fair has
been hosted in the cavernous hall of New York’s historic Park Avenue Armory. But this year,
for the #rst time ever, some 60 international dealers will be setting up shop in the former
Manhattan $agship of defunct upscale department store Barneys at 660 Madison Avenue,
which has remained vacant for the past two years.
From April 1, visitors can expect to #nd the usual fascinating smorgasbord of art, jewelry,
antiques, and decorative objects, spanning over 5,000 years of history. Ahead of the
opening, Galerie asked a group of leading designers to give an exclusive look and share the
objects that caught their eye. Among them are the show’s design cochairs Corey Damen
Jenkins of Corey Damen Jenkins & Associates; Mark Ferguson and Andrew Oyen of
Ferguson & Shamanian Architects; Keita Turner of Keita Turner Design; as well as jewelry

and decorative arts historian Levi Higgs, who designed the vignettes for the jewelry box
windows. Marking another #rst, the designers were each tasked with curating a window
display, loaning works from the participating galleries. Below, here are the highlights that
are not to be missed.

Young Huh
Founder of Young Huh Interior Design (http://www.younghuh.com/about), this
Detroit-native specializes in creating the perfect space for both commercial and
residential properties. She blends both traditional and modern elements to bring
distinct personality in every creation.
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1. Jules Leleu, Fireworks Cabinet / Maison Gerard
“I adore anything by Jules Leleu! These mahogany Fireworks Cabinets
(https://www.maisongerard.com/) are something I particularly treasure with their detailed
mother-of-pearl and ebony inlay and gorgeous gilt details. %ese are the perfect pieces with
which to add symmetry to a space, which you can see in our window—along with gowns by
Christian Siriano—at %e Winter Show this year!”

